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DEFTECH TechnoWarGames – The birth of a game

Dear Player,

Welcome to an exciting new world that combines future technology with realistic scenarios and imaginative simulations.

In a defence context, it is vital to anticipate not only an enemy’s intentions, but also the means by which the enemy will seek to achieve its ends. Recent 
technological developments, their interaction with each other and the speed with which they are evolving have prompted armasuisse Science and Tech-
nology to set up a research programme entitled “Technology Foresight”. The programme aims to identify disruptive technologies and assess their impact 
on the military sphere in general and the Swiss Armed Forces in particular.

Once these technologies have been identified, however, how do we practise using them within integrated systems that do not even exist yet? One way 
we can do this is through games like this one.

Far from being child’s play, it is a low-risk means of preparing for the future. The idea here is to allow players to gauge the benefits of various new tech-
nologies. Starting out with a tactical situation (Blue against Red) using current weapons and approaches, then replaying the same situation with one 
side using cutting-edge equipment makes it possible to determine whether or not that equipment has any advantages. It is easy to simulate a range of 
different environments in the game and to adjust the parameters of new systems and skills, so players can experiment and become better acquainted 
with the importance of specific technologies that will become available for real in the (perhaps distant) future.

Interacting with the various command entities of the Swiss Armed Forces that are in charge of shaping their future provides an opportunity to assess 
how these disruptive technologies could be put to use from different perspectives, arrive at a better understanding of the hopes and fears associated 
with them, and anticipate the opportunities and threats they represent.

The version you have here has been adapted and enhanced for improved gameplay, but it remains true to the spirit of the game developed by and for 
security and defence professionals.

Welcome to a future where the inventiveness and teamwork of militia soldiers such as yourself is vital to anticipating and making the most of tomorrow’s 
technology in the name of peace!

Dr. Quentin Ladetto, 
Director of the research programme “Technology Foresight”, 
armasuisse Science et Technology
https://deftech.ch
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Introduction
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

New Techno War is a tactical war simulation game.
Each player represents an attacking or a defending camp.

A number of scenarios simulate real-world military situations in the countryside, in the city and inside a house.

In this starter set, we will only simulate scenarios that are relevant to the defensive mission of the Swiss Armed Forces.

Idea of the game
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

In New Techno War, you play the commander of a section (lieutenant) or a company (captain) tasked with a specific mission.

It is a game for two players in which one player attacks and the other defends.

Various scenarios can be played, each with its own starting situation, objectives and victory conditions.

Object of the game
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Each player must attempt to achieve the mission objectives given in the scenario.

Note from the author
________________________________________________________

This is a game. It was developed with no intent whatsoever to offend 
any individual or group. 
Our only guiding principle in creating the scenarios was that they should 
be fun to play. 

We hope you enjoy them!



32 infantry figures
24 for Red
8 for Blue

3 red tanks
1 blue armoured personnel carrier (APC)

8 dice
4 red
4 blue

 

1 hit score calculator with integrated range 
rule

1 turn recorder

1 «Objective» marker

1 game booklet

1 game board
Double-sided: «Full map» on one side

«City and house» on the other

8 section tiles
6 for Red 
2 for Blue

16 unit tiles
8 infantry (6 red and 2 blue)

3 red tanks 
1 blue armoured personnel carrier (APC) 

4 exoskeletons (2 red and 2 blue)

2 «Troup transport» pieces 
2 «Exoskeleton» pieces  
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PACK CONTENTS



«Urban» cover

«Tree» cover
7 double-sided terrain pieces

3 double-sided «Smoke grenade» markers
Showing «1» on one side, «2» on the other

2 markers with 3 hexagons
1 marker with 1 hexagon

4 «Civilian» markers

1 «Sniper» maker
Double-sided: red and blue

12 «Fog of war» markers

30 «Under fire» markers

16 double-sided
«Responding» - «Activated» markers

12 for Red
4 for Blue

11 «Protection» markers
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49 «Technical» markers
30 red
10 blue

1 turn marker
8 zone markers
(4 red / 4 blue)

16 «NO EFFECT» markers
12 for Red
4 for Blue

1 «Red Cross» piece



1- Unit
In New Techno War, each section tile represents 1 unit.
A unit in the basic game comprises a tank, an armoured personnel carrier or half an infantry squad 
(4 figures).

2- Range
Each weapon’s range (in hexagons) is shown on the range side of the section tile.

-Assault rifle
-Machine gun
-Anti-tank weapon
-Grenade
-Cannon

                          Example: the aussault rifle              has a range of 10 hexagons.

The mortar         has unlimited range. The attacker chooses a hexagon, applies the formula from the hit score calculator and throws the die. 

- If the number on the die is less than or equal to the one given by the hit score calculator, the targeted hexagon is hit.
- If the attacker misses, the shot strays from its intended trajectory. It lands 1 or 2 hexagons away from the target – the attacker throws the dice a 
second time and applies the result to the star-shaped miss matrix shown on the range side of the corresponding section tile to determine where. The 
mortar never overshoots the edge of the map. Instead, its shot lands on the last whole hexagon at the edge of the map.

3- Status (STAT)
The status of the troops who are under attack increases or decreases the hit score.

The possible types of status are as follows:

- In motion: if the unit has already used its ability to move this turn.
- Upstairs: if the troops are on an upper floor of a house (as specified in the scenario). 
- Under fire: if the troops have already been targeted by a shot this turn (use the “under fire” marker).
- Cut off (no friendly troops within 4 hexagons).

BASICS
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Using the miss matrix
The centre of the matrix represents the target 
hexagon. The mortar can miss by 1 or 2 hexagons 
in 6 directions. If the attacker throws a 14, 15, 16, 17, 
18 or 19 (the numbers immediately surrounding the 
centre of the matrix), It misses by 1 hexagon.
If the attacker throws a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 
12, 13 or 14, it misses by 2 hexagons.



5- Line of fire
A direct attack requires a line of fire. This means that it must be possible to trace an imaginary 
straight line between the hexagon in which then attacker is located and the target hexagon
without any obstructions getting in the way.

6- Obstructions
The following obstructions may block the line of fire:
1. A forest (butnot the edge of the forest).
2. A building.
3. An armoured unit.
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4- Terrain (TER)
The map: your theatre of war

In New Techno War, you play on a map that defines your armies’ theatre of war. Each map is made up of a large number of hexagons.

The hexagons - different types of terrain
Each hexagon represents a particular type of terrain that offers a specific level of protection to troops located there. The level of protection is shown 
on the protection markers. We recommend placing these on the map during the game as a reminder.

-  Open ground: 0
- Isolated tree cover: 2
- Forest: 4, stops all vehicles from moving (unless on a road)
- Wooden building: 6
- Concrete building: 8

Each hexagon represents an area roughly 25 metres across. The half-hexagons at the edge of the map are not playable; no figure may be placed there.
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10- Endurance (END)
The END value represents how quickly each unit becomes fatigued. 
This is indicated on the turn recorder.

11- Intelligence (INT)
INT represents each side’s knowledge of the terrain and the enemy during combat. The game starts out 
with the assumption that the attacker is mounting an attack with a perfect knowledge of the terrain and 
the enemy that then diminishes during the course of combat, whereas the defending side has limited in-
telligence at the start of combat that tends to improve over time. 
This is indicated on the turn recorder.

12- Attack power (ATK)
A unit’s attack power represents the weapons it can use. For each weapon, the large number is the normal 
attack value, whereas the small number is the attack value in a response situation.

13- Defensive power
A unit’s defensive power represents its armour protection, expressed as a number.

Cannon Assault 
rifle

Machine 
gun

Anti-tank
weapon

Mortar Grenade Smoke 
grenade

Number of dice to 
throw when you attack

7- Movement (MOVE) 
The MOVE value represents the distance each unit can move in a turn.

8- Load capacity (LOAD)
The LOAD value represents the quantity of equipment and weapons 
each unit can carry.

9- Ammunition (AMMO)
Each unit’s ammunition is shown on its unit tile. Some ammunition is only available in limited 
quantities,  some is unlimited.
Infantry units are equipped with the following ammunition:
 - ∞ of assault rifle bullets
 - 5 machine gun magazines
 - 4 anti-tank missiles
 - 2 mortar shells
 - 2 grenades

At the start of the game, the technical markers are placed on the unit tiles in the default position 
(highest non-grey number). For example, an infantry unit has 2 grenades.
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SETTING UP
1- Choose a scenario (in this example, “Junction”).

2- Place the game board in the middle of the table with the right side up («Full map» or «City and house»).

3- Place the objective marker (in this example, on EE31).

4- Place the obstacle pieces on the map as shown in the 
scenario instructions (in this example, pieces of tree cover).

5- Now choose your side : Red or Blue. 
Take your section tiles as specified in the scenario 
instructions. In the «Junction» scenario, Red takes 3 tiles with
a tank and 2 infantry units each, while.
Blue takes 1 tile with an amoured personnel carrier and 2 
infantry units. 
Now place the technical markers on the default ammunition
amount for each unit.

6- Place the figures on the board as indicated in the scenario 
instructions. The quickest and easiest way to do this is to start 
by placing one figure in each hexagon so that you have the 
right positions. Then all you need to do is add the right number 
of figures to complete each unit. A unit normally consists of 1 
vehicle and/or 4 infantry soldiers.
The map on the right shows where Red’s three units are 
positioned. Blue may place its defence anywhere in the blue 
zone.
To show its starting positions,  Bleu replaces its three units (1 
armoured personnel carrier and 2 infantry units) with 3 “fog of war” markers, which can be placed anywhere in the blue zone before combat begins.
This means that Red does not know where the armoured personnel carrier is until Blue swaps the “fog of war” marker for the vehicle.

7-Each side places the tiles representing its units at the edge of the game board, with the range and status tiles on either side, together with the troop 
transport pieces.

8-Keep the turn recorder and hit score calculator to hand and mark the current turn (starting with turn 1 in the “Junction” scenario).

3

4
4

4
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6

6

6

6

6
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1) Initiative
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The attacking player always has the initiative, so Red is always first to issue orders to its units.
The defending player can decide whether or not to activate a unit in defence of each unit activated by the attacker. Only 1 defending unit may be acti-
vated in response to each attacking unit until the attacker has no more units to activate.

2) Actions
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Each unit may only be activated once per turn (unless it is responding to an attack).
It can either move or shoot.

      A) Move                       B) Shoot

                     The infantry unit moves towards the target.                 The infantry unit decides to fire its anti-tank weapon at the enemy tank.

3) Movement
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The number of hexagons a unit can move is its MOVE value minus its LOAD value.
If a unit stays on a road for its entire move, it can move 1 more hexagon if it is an infantry unit or 2 more if it is a vehicle.
In the city, a tank that is not on a road can only move 1 hexagon.

Vehicle on road (7-1+2=8)                                   Vehicle off road (7-1=6)                                                                                                     Infantry (4-1=3)

GAME RULES
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4) Attack
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
To mount an attack, a SINGLE unit must be activated to target an enemy unit (or a hexagon in the case of a smoke grenade or support weapon).
The attacking unit must have BOTH an unobstructed line of fire AND sufficient range.
The formula for working out whether a shot is on target is indicated on the hit score calculator:

ATK - TER - DEF + STAT +/- END + INT = Hit score

Once the hit score has been calculated, 1 20-sided die is rolled. If the number on the die is less than or equal to the hit score, the shot is on target.
Exception: 4 dice are rolled for the assault rifle.

Example B: Red’s infantry attacks Blue’s armoured personnel carrier, which is on open ground:

TURN  7
ATK      -      TER        -        DEF         +        STAT     +/-      END       +       INT      =
                      Open                 because not
                       ground          effective against 
                                             anti-tank weapons
 
 12         -        0           -         0             +         0            +           2          +         4        =    18

 
5) Response
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Each unit can respond to an attack once per turn. The response is handled the same way as an attack, except the smaller attack value from the unit tile 
is used rather than the larger one.

In response to an attack, as in Example A, Blue’s infantry unit decides to use its assault rifle to attack Red’s infantry unit while it is moving.

TURN  7
ATK      -      TER        -        DEF         +        STAT     +/-      END       +       INT      =
                       Open
                      ground              
 
 3         -         0           -          1              -         3             +         2            +         3        =    4

6) Attack success
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
One figure is removed every time the attacker scores a hit until the unit under attack has no figures left. Infantry units lose one attack power every 
time they are hit (place a “NO EFFECT” marker over the attack value on the unit tile).

7) Weapons with a curved trajectory
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Attacks using grenades, mortars and smoke grenades are calculated in the same way, but with certain exceptions:
-Range is taken into account, but there is no need for an unobstructed line of fire.
-In the event of a grenade or mortar hit, all troops in a unit are killed by shrapnel.
-If the unit tile shows a smoke grenade launcher, the unit’s smoke grenades create a smoke cloud that hinders visibility and has a protection value of 
18.
-In the event of a miss, the star-shaped matrix is used to work out where the shot lands (see page 6).
-In buildings, grenades become thunderflashes, which do not cause damage but result in an “activated” marker for all troops within range.



8) End of turn
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Remove all markers from the game board. Move the turn marker forward by 1 turn on the turn recorder. The game ends when the turn marker reaches 
the number specified in the scenario.

For each turn:
1. ACTIVATION
 a) Red activates a unit (move or shoot)   -> Blue decides whether or not to respond. 
 b) Blue activates a unit (optional) -> Red decides whether or not to respond. 
 c) Red activates a unit (move or shoot)  -> Blue decides whether or not to respond.
 d) Blue activates a unit (optional) -> Red decides whether or not to respond. 
 e) Red activates a unit (move or shoot)  -> Blue decides whether or not to respond.
 f) Blue activates its remaining units or passes.

2. RESET
 Remove all markers from the map.
 Move the turn marker forward by 1 turn on the «Turn recorder».

                   

9) End of game
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
The game ends when Red or Blue achieves its objective and completes the mission.
If neither Red nor Blue has completed its mission after the number of turns specified in the scenatio, Blue wins.
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Each unit may only be activated once 
per turn.

A unit my respond to an attack once per 
turn.

Units cannot respond to a response.



Each scenario is presented in the same way to ensure that the game can be set 
up quickly: 

-Scenario title. 

-General situation: context for the battle. 

-Specific situation: key points of the scenario and each side’s mission. 

-Number of turns (to be marked on the «Turn recorder»). 

-Key to markers and pieces to be placed on the map (objective, Red and Blue 
units).
Units sometimes have to be placed on a specific hexagon (e.g. infantry on 
AA21). In other cases, they can be placed on any hexagon within a red or blue 
zone.

A    1   or a    2   next to a vehicle denotes that 1 or 2 infantry units are on board 
the vehicle. Place the infantry figures on a «Troop transport» piece.

-Scenario map showing positions of terrain pieces (urban or tree cover), obstructions and units.

HOW TO READ A SCENARIO

HOW TO SET UP A SCENARIO
1- Place the game board in the middle of the table with the right side up («Full map» or «City and house»).

2- Place the required terrain pieces as shown on the scenario map. 

3-Each player chooses a side:  Red is the attacker, Blue the defender. The players take the correct dice and unit tiles for their side.

4- Place the figures on the board as shown on the scenario map. 

5- Use troop transport pieces for troops travelling on board vehicles.

6- Place the hit score calculator, turn recorder, technical markers, “NO EFFECT” markers, “Activated” markers, “Responding” markers and “Under fire” 
markers next to the board.

7- Place the «Technical» markers on the unit tiles and the turn marker on the turn that marks the start of the scenario.

8- We recommend playing each scenario twice, once as attacker and once as defender.
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SCENARIO: JUNCTION

General situation:

Red has been mounting an offensive for almost a week between the border and the 
CITY. The first red DIVISION has broken through the front line and is holding position 
ready to hand over to the second DIVISION, which is tasked with taking the city.

Specific situation:

The first units of the second red division are on the outskirts of the city preparing to 
attack.

Blue’s mission: hold its position, particularly the road junction on the route into the city.

Red’s mission: take the junction in order to gain access to the city and establish a 
bridgehead for the next phase of the operation.

                   OBJECTIVE: EE31

START OF GAME: TURN 1     END OF GAME: TURN 9

DEFENCEATTACK
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SCENARIO: CAPTURING A HOUSE

General situation:
The red brigade is on the outskirts of the city. After taking over from the advance 
troops, it must now take the city. To do this, Red first has to capture and hold the house 
at GG26, which will allow it to establish a bridgehead from which it can advance through 
the city one neighbourhood at a time.

The remaining blue units have been ordered to hold the house at GG26 until reinforce-
ments arrive.
 
Specific situation:
Red‘s mission: capture and hold the house at GG26. 
Blue’s mission: hold the house at GG26 until reinforcements arrive. 

Special rules:
3 units comprising 3 troops each are travelling on board the red tank.

When playing on the HOUSE map, it is important to ensure that no enemy is visible on 
the map at the start.

Blue’s armoured personnel carrier does not appear at VV19 until turn 3.

Red units 2 and 3 are tasked with providing supporting fire only.

                   OBJECTIVE: GG26

START OF GAME: TURN 1     END OF GAME: TURN 9

DEFENCEATTACK
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SCENARIO: ROADBLOCK

General situation:

The Red division has taken several neighbourhoods in the nothern part of the city. In 
order to make further progress, it must pass through the roadblock at RR30. 

Specific situation:

Blue‘s mission: hold the roadblock at RR30.
Red‘s mission: advance rapidly and take the roadblock at RR30.

DEFENCEATTACK

                   OBJECTIVE: RR30

START OF GAME: TURN 6    END OF GAME: TURN 12
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SCENARIO: BRIDGHEAD

General situation:

Red is on the outskirts of the city. For logistical reasons, it is important for Red to have 
control of the direct route from NN30 to PP33 and use it to establish a bridgehead 
towards the notheastern part of the city so that its backup units can take up positions 
there.
Blue wants to prevent this form happening for as long as possible.

Specific situation:

Red‘s mission: establish a bridgehead towards the northeast of the city between NN30 
and PP33.
Blue‘s mission: prevent Red from establishing a bridgehead by holding the route from 
NN30 to PP33.

DEFENCEATTACK

                   OBJECTIVE: NN30-PP33

START OF GAME: TURN 1     END OF GAME: TURN 6
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SCENARIO: CROSSING THE CITY

General situation:

The red brigade is on the outskirts of the city. It wants to minimise its 
losses while crossing the city to continue its operation. 
A blue section has set up a roadblock in the city centre. 

Specific situation:

Red‘s mission: maintain city access via NN24.
Blue‘s mission: prevent Red from taking the roadblock at NN24.

DEFENCEATTACK

                   OBJECTIVE: NN24

START OF GAME: TURN 1        END OF GAME: TURN 6
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The exoskeleton is a device worn by soldiers to enhance their physical strength, endurance and ability to 
carry heavy loads.

It has no effect on the rules of the game, but you can replace your standard infantry with 
exoskeleton-equipped troops to see how it changes things on the battlefield. 

To get the best out of this feature, we recommend replacing Blue’s infantry with exoskeleton-equipped 
troops in the first scenario (Junction).

You can tell the exoskeleton figures apart from the standard infantry figures by their silver base.

THE EXOSKELETON



«JUST FOR FUN» SCENARIOS: 
1) WAKE-UP CALL

General situation:

A red reconnaissance vehicle is moving through the city, taking Blue by surprise. A 
guard is on duty, but the rest of Blue’s troops are asleep.

Specific situation:

The first units of the second red division are on the outskirts of the city preparing to 
attack.
The blue guard must wake up the other troops and stop the Red scout from 
communicating intelligence to his comrades.

Blue‘s mission: wake up and take out Red.

Red’s mission: leave the map via XX19.

Special rules:

The red vehicle does not move in turn 1.

In subsequent turns, it follows the road alone for as many hexagons as possible.

Two-player: unchanged.

                   OBJECTIVE: XX19

START OF GAME: TURN 1     END OF GAME: TURN 7

24

DEFENCEATTACK
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«JUST FOR FUN» SCENARIOS:
2) TWO-WAY STREET

General situation:

The blue and red troops have engaged in intense combat and are now moving out to 
find a place to regroup and recover.

 
Specific situation:

Coincidentally, the two sides are moving through the same place at the same time.

Red‘s mission: exit via P42. 
Blue‘s mission: exit via A18. 

                   OBJECTIVE: P42 et A18

START OF GAME: TURN 1     END OF GAME: TURN 12

DEFENCEATTACK
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«JUST FOR FUN» SCENARIOS
3) DON’T SHOOT!

General situation:

Blue is surrounded by the red division and decide to retreat.

Specific situation:

The blue section is going to take civilian hostages and position them visibly on its tank in order ro escape.
The red company has a sniper who will try to prevent this.

Blue‘s mission: take hostages and exit via SS41.
Red‘s mission: prevent a hostage situation and destroy blue‘s tank. 

Special rules:

Place a red sniper at OO27. He can shoot and respond but cannot move or shoot civilians. Red loses instantly if a civilian dies 
because of the sniper.
The sniper is on the third floor of a building and can therefore shoot up to 3 hexagons from his position without accounting 
for obstructions. He is not effective against vehicles.
The sniper has a status advantage of +2 and an accuracy advantage of +3 (+5 in total) added to his hit score. 
Only one die is rolled for the sniper. He can only take out one figure at a time.

Blue must use one action and roll a 7 or less to take a hostage. If Blue is successful, the civilian joins the unit that has taken 
him or her hostage, otherwise he or she disappears (put the marker back in the box).

A unit with a hostage cannot be attacked.
Blue loses immediately if all of the hostages are removed from the map.

                   OBJECTIVE: SS41

START OF GAME: TURN 1                                                       END OF GAME: TURN 7

DEFENCEATTACK
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«JUST FOR FUN» SCENARIOS
4) SLEEPER CELL

General situation:

Blue has orders to protect the population of the city, which has been infiltrated by 
terrorists.
The terrorists (Red) will be activated one at a time to sow panic throughout the city.

Specific situation:

Red‘s mission: detonate 3 bombs.
Blue‘s mission: take out 3 terrorists.

Special rules:

Each red and blue unit consists of just 1 lone figure.

The blue units can only use their assault rifle.

The red units cannot shoot.

Red‘s units are spread out around the city. In the turn after a Red unit has appeared 
on the map, a smoke grenade marker is placed under the figure with the number 2 
showing. In the next turn, the marker is turned over so the number 1 is showing. In 
the next turn, the figure is removed, and the smoke grenade marker is left in place to 
represent a detonated bomb.

A blue unit that lands on the same hexagon as a red unit automatically eliminates it 
from the map.

At the start of the game,  Red places 6 «Fog of war» markers in the red zone. 

Red begins each turn by replacing a «Fog of war» marker with one of its units.

DEFENCEATTACK

                 OBJECTIVE: NN24    START OF GAME: TURN 1  END OF GAME: TURN 9
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